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We investigate the issue of how many limit-cycles can exist for the general¬
ized, mixed Rayleigh-Lienard differential equation. This equation is an ordinary,
second-order, nonlinear differential equation and arises in the modeling of a va¬
riety of systems in the natural and engineering sciences. A method of averaging
is used to determine the maximum nvunber of limit-cycles that can exist for
this equation. We compare our results to those obtained by two other analytical
methods. We also discuss a new mathematical phenomena that arises in the use
of averaging methods, namely, the existence of “spurious” limit-cycles.
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1.1 Statement of the Problem
One dimensional oscillatory systems can be modeled by nonlinear, ordinary
differential equations that take the form^’^
where F is generally a rational function of its arguments. This equation can be





(l-2b) ^ = Fix,y).
The {x,y) plane is called the phase-plane^ and the phase trajectories, y = y(x),
are solutions to the differential equation^
(1.3) d̂x y
A simple closed curve in the phase-plane that has nearby nonclosed trajecto¬
ries spiraling toward it, either asf—»ooorast—>• —oo, is called a limit-cycle.^’^
A stable limit-cycle has all trajectories that start sufficiently close to it, both
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inside and outside, spiral toward it as t —> oo. If trajectories on both sides spiral
away as t —oo, the limit-cycle is imstable.
The generalized mixed, Rayleigh-Lienard equation is^’^’®
(1.4) X -j- A^x Bzx^ = (i?3 + Ez\x^ -f- Ez2X^ + Ezx^)xj
where the “dot” represents the time derivative, and (A3, B3, Dz, E31, E32,Ez)
are constants. Our research problem was to use the averaging method of Krylov-
Bogoliubov-Mitropolsky (KBM)®’^ to determine the maximiim number of limit-
cycles for Eq. (1.4).
1.2 Summary of Previous Results
The work of this thesis was inspired by the recent appearance of two papers
on the problem of how many limit-cycles can exist for the generalized, mixed
Rayleigh-Lienard equation. The paper of Gaxcia-Margallo and Bejarano'* use
the method of harmonic balance.® They find that Eq. (1.4) can have zero, one,
or two limit-cycles. The particular number of limit-cycles and their stability is
determined by the values and signs of the parameters (A3, B3, D3, E31, E32, F3).
In the second paper. Lynch® uses a rather complicated mixture of analytic tech¬
niques and an algorithm implemented on a computer to estimate the number
of small amplitude limit-cycles for Eq. (1.4). He finds that at most three such
limit-cycles can exist.
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1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter Two gives a brief discussion of the KBM averaging method for
calculating analytic approximations to nonlinear, ordinary differential equations
having the form
(1.5) i + X = eF{x, x),
where F is, in general, a rational function of its arguments, and e is a smeill
positive parameter, i.e.,
(1.6) 0 < e < 1.
The procedure for determination of the limit-cycles’ amplitudes and frequency is
given.®
In Chapter Three, the generalized, mixed Rayleigh-Lienard equation is nor¬
malized to the form given in Eq. (1.5). We then calculate certain functions
required for the determination of the number of limit-cycles.
Chapter Four gives a detailed discussion of the number of limit-cycles ob-
tEiined from the first and second approximations of the KBM method. The
existence of spurious limit-cycles is noted. The chapter ends with a summary of
major results and a suggestion as to how this research can be extended.
CHAPTER TWO
THE KBM METHOD
2.1 Derivation of the First Approximation
The KBM first approximation to the solution of the differential equation
(2.1) X + X = eF(a:,i), 0 < e < 1,
is obtained by assuming that x(t, e) and its derivative x{t, e) can be written as
(2.2) X = a(t,e)cos[t + (f>{t,e)],
(2.3) X = —a(t, c) sin[< + <^(<, e)].
The amplitude, a(t, e), and phase, ^(t, e), are to be determined.
Let
(2.4) = t + <l>{t,e).
Differentiating Eq. (2.2) and using the result of Eq. (2.3) gives one relation that
a and (f> must satisfy;
(2.5) a cos ii) — sin ^ = 0.
Differentiating Eq. (2.3) and substituting it and Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.1) gives
upon simplification a second relation between a and
(2.6) d sin cos i/> = —eF(a cos —a sin ip).
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Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are two linear equations for d and Solving them
gives the following expressions for a and
da
(2.7) — = —tF{a cos —a sin V’) sin V",c*
dt
These are exact equations for the fimctions a{t,e) and <^(t, c). However, these
are coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations and, in general, axe quite
complicated.
To proceed, note that the right-sides of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) are periodic
functions of i/> with a period of 2it. This is a consequence of V* appearing only
in the functional forms cos V' and sinV’- Thus, the following Fourier series repre¬
sentations hold^:
OO
(2.9) Fsintl) — KQ{a) +^ [■K’n(fl) cos(n^) -f- L„(a)sin(nt/))],
n=l
a cos rj^, —a sin V’) cos tp.
OO
(2.10) Fcosrp = Po{a) -|-^ [■P„(a) cos{ntp) -f Q„(a) siii(mp)].
n=l
The first approximation of the KBM method consists of neglecting all the terms
on the right-side of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) except for the first. This means that,
in this approximation, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) become




= — Poia) = — ^2^^ J ^
In the research literature, the standaurd notation for Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) is








The second approximation for the amplitude aind phase is given by the
expressions^’®
(2.17) ^ = eAi(a) + e^A2(a),
(2.18) ^ = cBi(a) +52^2(0),
where the solution i(t, e) is
(2.19) x{t, e) = a cos r/f + €Ui(a,i/^).
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The functions Ai(a) and Bi(a) are as given in Eqs. (2.15) zind (2.16). The func¬
tions ui{a,‘ip), ^2(0) and ^2(0) are calculated using the following procediu-e^’®:
(1) Expand i^(acos^, —asin^) into its Fourier series:
00
(2.20) F(acosi/>, —asinV*) = </o(a) +^ [</n(a) cos(nT/») -|- /i„(a)sin(nV')].
n=l
Since F{acosrp, —asmrp) is a known function, the Fovirier coefficients gnid) and
hn(a) can always be determined.
(2) The function Ui{a,ip) is given by the expression
(/„(a) cos(nV>) + hnia) sin(nip)'(2.21) ui(a,i/’) = <7o(a) +
n̂=2
1 -n2
(3) Consider the function Fi{a,xp) defined to be the following expression:
dui
Fi(a,V’) = uiFr + Ai cos xp — aB\ sin xp -f




where the following notation is used
(2.23) F. =_ dF{x,x)dx Fi =
dF{x, x)
dx
Note that Fi{a,xp) is known since Ai, Bi and uj are given respectively by
Eqs. (2.15), (2.16) and (2.21). The function Fi{a,xp) has the Fourier expansion
00




(4) The functions ^2(0) and B2{a) axe given by
M{a) = -
(2.26) 82(0) = - 'gr^(g)'
. 2a /
2.3 Limit-Cycles
The existence of limit-cycles is determined by setting the derivative of a{t, e)
equal to zero. For example, in the first approximation, this means that the
following equation must be solved for the stationary ampHtudes a:
(2.27) Ai(a) = 0.
Denote the solutions to this equation by
(2.28) i =
where / is a non-negative integer. The analytic approximations to the limit-cycles
are®’^’^
(2.29) ~ cos[u;^'^t -|- <^o]>
where i = 1,..., J; <^q‘^ is a constant, and is




The generalized, mixed Rayleigh-Lienard equation is
(3.1) X -|- A^x B^x^ = (ila -1- Ez\x^ -f E32X^ + F^x^^x.
Without loss of generality, the coefficient A3 can be set equal to one. The appli¬
cation of the KBM method requires that all the other coefficients be of order c,
where
(3.2) 0 < e < 1.
Malcing the requirements
(3.3) Bz = ehz, Dz = edz, Ez\ = ecai, E32 = €632, Fz = e/3,
Eq. (3.1) becomes
(3.4) X + X = e {-63X^ -f [^3 -I- esix^ + ez2i^ + f3X*]x] .
This equation is now in the form given by Eq. (2.1) with
(3.5) F(x,x) = -bzx^ + [^3 + ezix^ + ez2i^ + /3x‘‘]x.
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3.2 Calculation of >li(a) and Bi{a)
Substitution of Eq. (3.5) into Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) and evaluating the
elementary trigonometric integrals, gives the following expressions for Ai(a) and
(3.6) ^.(„)=(0[.,+ (-^)<.^+(f)„^].
3630^
(3.7) Bi(a) = -|-.
Therefore, to first approximation, the zimplitude and phase equations are
Observe that Ai (a) is a fifth-order polynomial in a, while Bi{a) is a second-order
polynomial in a.
3.3 ^2(0) and B2(a)
The functions .42(a) and ^2(0) have been calculated using 4.i(a) and J5i(a)
given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), and using the Fourier expansion of F\{a,rp). The
expressions obtained are long and complicated. For our purposes, we need only
to know that ^2(0) is a polynomial function of order seven, while ^2(0) is a
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polynomial of order eight. They can be represented by polynomials having the
following structures:
(3.10) A2{a) = a[ai + 020^ + + a!4a®],
(3.11) 1^2(0) = /?1 + ^2®^ + ^30.^ + ^4®* + •
The various coefficients




4.1 Number of Limit-Cycles: First Approximation
For the KBM first approximation, the limit-cycles are determined by the
condition®’^’®
The solution a(i) = 0 is a limit-point®'^’® and corresponds to a limit-cycle of
zero radius. It also corresponds to a fixed-point of the differential equation, i.e.,
(x,i) = (0,0).
Since A\{a)la is quadratic in a^, if real 0(2) is a solution, then —0(2) is also a
solution. However, 0(2) and —5(2) correspond to the same limit-cycle since they
differ by at most a constant change in the phase function.^’® Putting all these
facts together, it can be concluded that Eq. (4.1) has at most three real, non¬
negative solutions. Tliis implies that the generalized, mixed Rayleigh-Lienard
equation can have at most two limit-cycles; the limit-point, 0(1) = 0, is always
present.
4.2 Number of Limit-Cycles: Second Approximation
The niunber of limit-cycles obtained using the KBM second approximation
12
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is determined by the condition
(4.2) Ai(a) + cA2(a) = 0.
In sections 3.2 and 3.3, it was shown that Ai and A2 are polynomials of respective
orders five and seven. With a change of notation, Eq. (4.2) can be rewritten to
the form
(4.3) Psia) + ePj^a) = 0,
where Pn(a) is an n-th order polynomial in a. Since d is a factor of both Psia)
and Piia), Eq. (4.3) cam be written as
(4.4) a[P2(a^) + e-P3(a^)] = 0,
where as indicated, P2 and P3 are functions only of a^.
Inspection of Eq. (4.4) leads to the conclusion that three limit-cycles might
exist (in addition to the limit-point at d = 0). Tliis contradicts what was obtained
using the first order KBM method. The number of actual limit-cycles should not
depend on the order of the method used. How can this paradox be resolved^?
The next section provides the answer.
4.3 Spurious Limit-Cycles
The additional possible limit-cycle that arises in the second approximation
is called a “spmious limit-cycle.”^® It corresponds to a root d that has a singular
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dependence on the small parameter e, i.e.,
(4.5)
. constant
a(«) = ir ,
where the constant 7 satisfies the restriction
(4.6) 0 < 7 < 1.
Note that as e —> 0, a(e) —♦ 00. In general, if the amplitude expression A{a), as
it occurs in
(4.7) ^ = A{a,e),
could be calculated to all orders of e, then the roots of
(4.8) .4(a,£) = 0, {a“>(£)}, i = l,2,...,/;
would have the property
(4.9) a(‘)(e) = a(‘)(0) + 0(e).
This means that in the full, exact calculation, the singular roots must cancel.'®
4.4 Summary and Extension of Research
The results of sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 lead to the following conclusion:
The generalized, mixed Rayleigh-Lienard equation can have a maximum of two
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limit-cycles. The exact number existing will depend on the particular values and
signs of the parameters that occur in the differential equation. Our results are
consistent with the recent work of Garcia-Margallo emd Bejarano^, and Lynch®.
A brief exposition of our calculations has been accepted for publication.^^
In general, perturbation calculations are done to finite order in e. It would
be of value to further investigate the phenomena of spurious limit-cycles using
analytic approximation techniques other than the KBM method.
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